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Of calendars 
and slow mail 

Paul 
McLane 

Editor in chief 

rint readers, have your 

copies of Radio World been 

a little, shall we say, slow 

in arriving? 

Mine too. In fact my 

Sept. 15 issue landed in my 

mailbox two months late. 

Delays in postal delivery are affecting 

many publications. (Sometimes we at 

RW do run a little behind in getting an 

issue out, it's true. But when an issue 

arrives a month or two after its cover 

date, that's a Post Office problem.) 

We apologize for any inconvenience and hope for 

improvement soon. 

On lighter matters, the 2022 edition of the Radio Historian's 

calendar is out. It is published by John Schneider, whose 

articles about radio history have appeared in our pages. Radio 

World has no involvement with the calendar, I just think it's 

nifty, with its 13 beautiful colorized photographs. 

The Radio liisloriari !lbw" Calentla 

CELEBRATING THE GOLDEN AGE 

OF AMERICAN RADIO BROADCASTING 

The cover features Graham MacNamee and George 

Hicks broadcasting a Stanford football game over NBC in 

1934. Inside pix include the studio of Westinghouse station 

KYW in the Congress Hotel in Chicago (yes, Chicago) in 

1926; the sound effects storage room at NBC's Radio City 

building in San Francisco about 1942; the live broadcast of 

an all-woman production of "Now is the Time," heard over 

the NBC network in 1944; and disc jockey and actor Bob 

Crane doing his morning program over KNX in Los Angeles 

in the mid- 1960s. 

It costs $21 including postage to anywhere in the United 

States. Find it at http://theradiohistorian.org/pubs.html. Tell 

John I sent ya. 3 
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Eli U.K. Review: AM Should Go, 
FM Stay Until 2030 

The government of the United 

Kingdom should start planning 

to shut down AM (medium-wave) 

radio, but analog FM services 

should stay on the air until at 

least 2030. 

These were among 

recommendations in a Digital 

Radio and Audio Review commissioned by the government. 

"AM — which according to estimates calculated for the Review now accounts 

for just 3% of all radio listening — has reached the point where the BBC, 

commercial radio and Ofcom need to prepare for the retirement of national 

services," the authors wrote. 

"However, traditional radio, including FM services, is valued by many listeners 

— particularly those who are older or vulnerable, drive older cars or live in areas 

with limited DAB or broadband coverage. On current trends, therefore, the 

Review's conclusion is that FM will be needed until at least 2030." 

That said, research conducted for the Review by advisory firm Mediatique 

estimates that analog radio "will account for just 12-14% of all radio listening by 

2030." As a result, the report's suggested reprieve for FM is time-limited: "The 

U.K. radio industry should begin preparing the ground for a possible switch-off of 

analog services at some point after 2030." Ze 

DEPARTMENT FOR DIGITAL, 

CULTURE, MEDIA AND SPORT 

—James Careless 

Remembering the Career 
of Rick Edwards 

Richard L. Edwards, whose career 

included an engineering leadership 

role at Guy Gannett Broadcasting and 

frequency coordination work for the 

Society of Broadcast Engineers, died 

in October. 

He passed away at a hospice facility 

in Woodstock, Ga., at age 74, according 

to an obituary provided by his son Jonathan Edwards, P.E. 

He joined Guy Gannett in 1979 and worked there for 15 

years, rising to become director of engineering and vice 

president. The accompanying photo dates from that era. 

Among other accomplishments, he secured an STA from 

the FCC to increase power on Miami station WINZ(AM) to 

fight severe nighttime interference from a station in Cuba 

that exceeded treaty limits. 

He worked later as an NFL game day coordinator and 

SBE national frequency coordinator and vice president. 

In 1995, he assisted the NFL in coordinating Super Bowl 

XXIX in Miami, and went on to lead coordination efforts for 

numerous Super Bowls. 

Read about his broadcast accomplishments in the full 

obituary at radioworld.com, search "Rick Edwards." 
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News Maker 

Imlay to 
retire as 
SBE gener 
counsel 
Longtime communications 
attorney is known for his 
spectrum expertise 

Writer 
Randyl 

Stine 
Radio Worlds 

longtime news 
contr.butor 
interviewed 

Dave 
Hershberger 
in the Oct. 27 

issue. 

hris Imlay credits an 

abiding love of ham radio 

as one of the reasons he 

has devoted his career to 

communications law. 

Imlay, 68, is retiring 

as general counsel for the Society 

of Broadcast Engineers; the search 

for his successor was underway in 

November. His tenure in that role 

began in 1991, but his actual work for 

the group goes back to 1980 when he 

took up SBE's appeal of the FCC decision to eliminate the 

First Class Radiophone License. 

Announcing Imlay's retirement, SBE President Wayne 

M. Pecena said, "Chris Imlay has been a valuable resource 

for and asset to the SBE over the past 41 years. He has 

also been a staunch advocate for the SBE's goals and 

objectives. He is a tough act to follow." 

Imlay specializes in federal communications law 

but has represented licensees and associations of 

communications users, especially technical and electronic 

communications associations, electronic equipment 

manufacturers, colleges and universities, in addition to his 

work on FCC regulatory issues for SBE. 

"I still plan to work with a handful of my mom-and-

pop broadcasters as clients past the end of the year. I 

want to make sure they are settled and taken care of as 

I begin to wind down my practice," he said. "But I have 

to give this up at some point and there are other things I 

want to do." 

Imlay began his legal career in 1975 after graduating 

from American University's Washington College of Law. 

He began practicing communications law in 1979 when he 

joined the firm Booth and Freret. 

It was there that his long relationship with the SBE 

began. Soon Imlay found himself attending society board 

meetings and NAB Shows, and providing reports about 

pending FCC regulatory issues. 

Imlay was retained as SBE communications counsel in 

1984. In 1991, SBE President Rick Farquhar arranged for 

the board to confer Imlay with the general counsel title. 

Advocacy role 
Reflecting on his career, Imlay said, "I have valued my work 

with the SBE, as it has allowed me to do what I do best: 

defending spectrum allocations of clients and participating 

in technical regulatory proceedings. I have always been 

Courtesy SBE 

Above 
Chris Imlay is 
shown speaking 
at the NAB Show 
in 2014. 

radiowor Id.com I November 24 2021 



News Maker 

most comfortable working with 

broadcast engineers." 

The SBE chief counsel was elected 

a Fellow of the SBE in 1997, which 

he still considers the most important 

honor received throughout his 

professional career. 

Imlay, who has worked with 22 SBE 

presidents, describes himself as a 

"down in the trenches" communication 

lawyer, focused on advocacy and 

education. 

"I grew along with the advocacy 

program at SBE. It's been interesting 

how that happened. I fell in with a very 

technically inclined communications 

law firm, and that was a stroke of luck. 

The very first thing I worked on for SBE 

and then-President Bob Jones was the 

appeal of the FCC decision to eliminate 

the First Class Radiophone License, which 

interestingly was very much against SBE's best interest. 

"SBE thought the license signified something and 

should be preserved. SBE lost, but the appeal did serve 

as the first step into the waters of advocacy, something 

at the time the SBE board hadn't really considered." 

This would signal a major turn in philosophy for SBE 

6 and a growing role for Imlay within the organizaton. 

"Spectrum management issues were beginning to 

become a thing, and SBE thankfully believed this was an 

important topic for its membership. I never tried to push 

them in that direction, but gradually we undertook more 

and more advocacy projects," Imlay said. 

Imlay credits another past president, Richard Rudman, 

with a leadership role in developing SBE's more 

proactive approach. 

"He had some important observations about how 

broadcast engineers needed access to decision-makers 

and how the broadcast auxiliary spectrum needed 

protection from encroachment from incompatible 

sharing partners or being reallocated. This was great 

foresight, considering what we see currently from the 

FCC in regards to spectrum management." 

Informing regulators 
An early goal for Imlay was making sure people who 

worked at the FCC understood what broadcast engineers 

did in the way of program production and ENG. 

Under Rudman's guidance SBE turned the corner in 

how it approached advocating in FCC dockets dealing with 

spectrum. But Imlay said Rudman also realized the need 

to educate FCC staff. 

"SBE had never taken an active role in broadcast auxiliary 

spectrum protection but more a reactive role; we became 

more active in that. We decided we needed to do more 

Above 
Imlay, right is a 

devoted bagpiper. 
"I just love the 
instrument and 

the emotive sound 
of it." 

than just make comments in rules 

proceedings. 

"So we organized half-day long 

presentations to the FCC staff. It was 

very well received by FCC engineering 

staff and even non-technical staff. We 

quickly learned this was a good thing, 

creating comprehensive awareness of 

what broadcast engineers do and why 

spectrum is important to them." 

So began Imlay's longtime focus on 

"educational advocacy" and his efforts 

to ensure that the FCC and those in 

Congress were aware of nuances 

of the work of broadcast engineers 

and how they utilize Broadcast 

Auxiliary Services. 

'Today everything I do is generally 

focused on spectrum issues, everything 

from advocating for more UHF wireless 

mic spectrum, following the 600 MHz 

auction, to making sure that 2 GHz especially, but also 6.5 

GHz and 7 GHz are continually available and not usurped 

by incompatible services," he said. 

"SBE is focused on making sure the scientific integrity 

of those spectrum compatibility determinations are made 

as a prerequisite for a spectrum sharing proposal. And 

that it shouldn't only be an economic analysis judgment of 

the FCC." 

In fact, Imlay said a section of the Communications Act 

focuses on the economic success of spectrum auctions, 

which forces the FCC to accept proposals based on their 

potential economic success. 

"It's the policy of the United States to encourage the 

provision of new technologies and services to the public; 

so anybody who opposes a new technology, that is 

proposed to be permitted under the act, has the burden 

to demonstrate that the proposed service is inconsistent 

with the public interest," he said. 

"So without assessing anything about the technical 

integrity of a new proposed service, the U.S. policy is 

for the FCC to support that service. By definition that 

puts incumbent services — like broadcast radio and TV, 

which are considered older technology — at the back 

of the bus." 

Imlay is known for his work helping amateur and 

broadcast engineering associations prepare materials in 

FCC rule making and adjudicatory proceedings. 

H said he believes the FCC does a "poor job" of 

ascertaining spectrum compatibility before making 

rulemaking decisions. He nevertheless characterizes the 

technical competency of the FCC as "exceptional and 

consistently high," especially in the Office of Engineering 

and Technology and in the Media Bureau. 

"Audio Div;sion engineers are top-notch, to a person, 

radioworld.co-rt I November 24 2021 
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and they are accessible and helpful. That said, they are 

not always consulted by the bureau front offices when 

technical decision-making occurs. But they should be," 

Imlay said. 

Defining an "engineer" 

The attorney recalls some "wins and losses" through the 

years. One important victory was preventing states from 

implementing statutes that required broadcast engineers 

to register with the state and obtain a PE certificate. 

"The effect of these statutes, which were intended to 

protect the public, was that broadcast engineers couldn't 

call themselves engineers. Our position was and still is 

that broadcast engineering is a different animal than civil 

I fell in with a very 
technically inclined 
communications 

law firm, and that was a 
stroke of luck. 

or mechanical engineering. Broadcast engineers work in 

facilities solely under the jurisdiction of the FCC and states 

have no jurisdiction to regulate the practice of broadcast 

engineering," Imlay said. 

"These statutes were clearly not in the interest of 

broadcast engineers. We had some good decisions in 

Texas and Oregon; and we don't seem to have those 

issues today." 

SBE did end up losing a battle to prevent numerous FCC 

field offices from closing in 2017. 

'We took the issue to Energy and Commerce Committee 

members in the House and to Commerce Committee 

members in the Senate. The aggregate loss of engineering 

talent when the field offices closed, and the loss of 

rapport and positive working relationships with broadcast 

engineers caused by the forced retirement of experienced 

FCC field engineers was a nightmare. We have visited 

with House members in an effort to restore some of that 

talent, and continue to do so," Imlay said. 

There are issues on which SBE continues to seek 

action, including background noise on the spectrum. 

The society believes the commission lacks a good basis 

for determining levels of ambient, manmade RF noise in 

various allocations. 

'The FCC relies heavily now on spectrum overlays and 

the interference temperature of receivers, and it uses 

those concepts in determining what radio services can 
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o credit: Brian Oliger, VVTOP 

Above 
Imlay speaks to 
SBE Chapter 37 

in 2015 at the 
Radio One facility 

in Silver Spring, 
Md., on the topic 

of "Rules, Regs, 
and the Broadcast 

Engineer." 

WE LOVE RADIO 
It touches us. It unites us. 

It brings us hope and 
helps us feel less apart. 

THANK YOU FOR BROADCASTING. 
Trust that we're here to support you 

be combined in the same bands. That presupposes that 

the FCC knows how much noise there is in various RF 

environments," he said. 

"SBE's frequency coordinators know their markets very 

well and they know what works and what doesn't, but the 

FCC doesn't have any idea what those levels are," he said. 

Imlay points to SBE's certification program as the 

"flagship" of SBE educational services. 

"Without exception, I have found SBE presidents, folks 

like Chriss Scherer and Richard Rudman and really all of 

them, to be team-spirited folks not interested in self-

promotion at all." 

The SBE has 5,000 members and 114 chapters across 

the United States, its territories and a couple of other 

countries. It will split Imlay's responsibilities, planning 

to retain an Indianapolis attorney for association 

business matters. 

"I believe they have already found an Indianapolis 

law firm to help with corporate and tax type issues, 

which isn't something I really did anyway. The important 

part of finding a successor to me is finding somebody 

who is skilled in spectrum allocations and spectrum 

management issues," Imlay said. 

Imlay, described as a spectrum expert by many in the 

industry, says he spent countless hours 

of his career writing comments on behalf 

of SBE for FCC spectrum dockets, but 

he says the work would have been for 

naught without the expertise of practicing 

broadcast engineers. 

"As technically oriented as my law firm is, 

I'm not a broadcast engineer. I have 

to rely on fact-gathering of SBE board 

members, the SBE Government 

Relations Committee and leaders of 

our frequency coordination program. 

All FCC responses are very collaborative 

efforts," Imlay said. 

Imlay resides with Rita, his wife of 

41 years, in Cloverly, Md. The couple 

has two children, Bonnie and Ashton, 

and two grandchildren, Simone and 

Langston. ("So far, only one of the 

family is an engineer," Imlay said.) 

Since 2014, Imlay has been 

managing member at what is now 

called Booth, Freret & Imlay LLC. He 

said he hopes to find a balance in 

order to work two or three days a 

week and have more time to fish and 

play his favorite musical instrument. 

"I have 24 acres in western 

Maryland that I manage and do 

forestry on the weekends. I just 

haven't had the time to enjoy 

that," he said. 

"I'm also a dedicated bagpiper. I go to all the Highland 

games in the area. I compete in solo and band 

competitions. In fact, I have studied with some of the old 

masters in Scotland. I just love the instrument and the 

emotive sound of it," he said. 

Imlay has all kinds of interests to pursue in semi-

retirement. "I haven't been up any of my three ham radio 
towers in way too long. I have rotators that don't work. 

I have coax and antennas to replace. And I need several 

new transceivers, so I want to stop and smell the RF for a 

change," he said with a chuckle. 3 

Our position 
was and 
still is 

that broadcast 
engineering is a 
different animal than 
civil or mechanical 
engineering. 1 

Worry- Free 
radioworld.com I November 24 2021 
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Workbench 

John 
Bisset 

CPBE 

The author 
has more 

than 50 years 
of broadcast 
experience 
and is in his 

31st year at the 
Radio World 
Workbench. 
He handles 

western U.S. 
radio sales 

for the Telos 
Alliance and is 
a past recipient 

of the SBE's 
Educator of the 

Year Award. 

Can we 
pick your 

brain? 
Workbench 
submissions 

are encouraged 
and qualify 

for SBE 
recertification 
credit. Email 
johnpbisset@ 

gmaitcom. 

Above 
A comparison of 
Tip- Ring-Sleeve 

and Tip- Ring-Ring-
Sleeve plugs. 

T-R-R-S: A new computer 
wiring protocol? 
Also, free and inexpensive problem-solvers from AudioMan and Pira.cz 

onsultant 

Frank Hertel of 

Newman-Kees 

RF Measurement 

needed to create 

a special audio 

interface recently. 

He said he was not aware 

of a protocol for wiring Tip-

Ring-Ring-Sleeve connectors, 

which are prevalent on laptop 

computers with only one 

audio jack. 

The first image shows the 

difference between the typical 

Tip-Ring-Sleeve, with which 

most readers are familiar, 

and Tip-Ring-Ring-Sleeve 

connectors. 

What surprised Frank was 

that the positive voltage for 

powering the electret mic is 

on the Sleeve of the Tip-Ring-

Sleeve-Sleeve connector, and 

the Shield/Common/Ground connection for the electret 

mic and left and right outputs for the headphones are on 

one of the Ring connections, the one closest to the Sleeve 

(which, remember, is the positive voltage for powering the 

electret mic). 

Therefore, if you want to connect any audio source other 

than the electret mic, you will need to add a DC blocking 

capacitor between the Sleeve and the hot phase wire of 

SLEEVE RING TIP 
Shield/Common/Ground Right Channel Left Channel 

Input or Output Input or Output 

SLEEVE - (Input) 
Electret Mic 
+1.5 to +3 V.D.C. 

RING Left Output 

Right Output 

RING 
Shield/Common/Ground 

iDan Slentz 
enjoys 
sharing 

clever, inexpensive 
ways of doing 
things. 19 

your external audio source (since that source does not 

require a DC voltage). 

The hot signal wire from that source connects to the 

Sleeve of the Tip-Ring-Ring-Sleeve connector, through the 

blocking capacitor. 

Frank said with a laugh that the protocol seems so 

foreign to the common one we used for years, in which the 

Sleeve is the connection for the Shield/Common/Ground. 

He suspects someone had a hangover when they decided 

to come up with this one. 

He adds this note: When connecting an external audio 

source via the DC blocking capacitor, you may need to 

attach a resistor between the Sleeve (input) and the Ring 

(Shield/Common/Ground). If some current doesn't flow 

between these connections, the computer's input may not 

be activated. If you find that a resistor is required, a 2.2 

K-ohm should do the job. 

Computers vary. The best approach may be to add a 10 

MFD DC blocking capacitor in series with the high lead of 

the external audio device, as well as the 2.2 K-ohm resistor 

connected across the Sleeve and the Ring terminals. 

What is your experience? Email your thoughts to 

johnpbisset@gmail.com. 
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ADVANCED FEATURES: 

ADVANCED 
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MODEL 551 - Radio Modulation Monitor 

I> Monitor off-air analog FM and HD Radio signals (HD1-HD8) on the Front Panel 

Touch Display and via the Web from anywhere in the world. The 3U package 

features a 9-inch hi-res graphic touch screen display, wide-range LED level 

meters with rear-panel tallies. 

The 551 collects histograms of signal parameters and displays HD Radio 

album artwork, station logos and similar visuals on the front panel display and 

remote Web interface. 

Front-panel alarms and/or rear-panel tallies' indicate Audio Loss, Low Signa!, 

RDS Errors, HD Loss, HD Power, FM/HD1 Alignment, HD Artist Experience, and 

many others. 

0> Spectrum graphs include RF Baseband, MPX and Left/Right Audio. 0-Scope 

views for MPX, Pilot, RDS and all Audio Channels. 

Measures real-time audio diversity delay between the FM and HD1 broadcast. 

Fulltime off-air program audio is available simultaneously as L/R-analog, 

AES3-digital and Dante -based AES67 AolP streaming, all with adjustable 

levels, plus a multi-listener Internet IP stream and front-panel headphone jack. 

www.inovonicsbroadcast.com I sales@inovonicsbroadcast.com 831-458-0552 

Quality Solutions. Competitive Prices. Three-year Factory Warranty. 

Quick to install. Easy to Program. Quality after-sales service. 
WHY INOVONICS? 
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MODEL 552 
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Workbench 

Below 

You can download 

this Tektronix 

Frequency 

Allocations Chart. 

Stop the sound of silence 
Contract and projects engineer Dan Slentz enjoys sharing 

clever, inexpensive ways of doing things. 

He told us about a freeware silence sensor from Pira.cz 

(https://piracz/show.asp?onsilence). The software monitors 

the presence of an audio signal on a stereo program line 

or PC sound card. When no signal is present for a specified 

time, pre-defined solutions activate. 

This is useful for monitoring an STL feed or hard-drive 

playout system where continuous audio is required. If 

the audio drops below your chosen threshold, the Pira.cz 

Silence Detector will switch to a backup and notify you with 

an email alert. 

Next, with COVID easing, you may see guests returning 

to your studios. If so, you know the importance of a "cough 

switch" on each microphone. 

Dan found a compact, reasonably priced aluminum box 

that permits the user to toggle the mic on and off, so the 

box has dual usage — for the 'Voice of God" in a stage 

manager's TV studio setting, or a momentary mute cough 

switch for individual mics in an interview studio. Built for 

the pro audio industry, it is from AudioMan Products. 

At audiomanproducts.com, scroll down to "Push to 

Talk Ver. 2." 

Dan says the muting of the mic is quiet — no pops or clicks 

when the mute button is depressed. Plus, construction is solid, 

and its built with Neutrik XLR connectors. 

The AudioMan Push to Talk Ver. 2 will work with dynamic 

or phantom-powered condenser microphones wired with 

balanced three-pin connectors. I've saved the best part for 

last: Push to Talk Ver. 2 is just $59, and quantity discounts 

are available. 

An ideal addition to any talk/interview studio. 

What's the frequency, Workbench? 
Finally, Tektronix is offering a free download of its colorful 

Worldwide Spectrum Allocations poster. Find it at https:// 

tinyurLcom/rw-tektronix or visit tek.com and search 

"spectrum poster." We thank Brad Odhner of Tektronix for 

sharing this resource with Workbench readers. 3 
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APEX 
radio 
autorinaticiin 

Good__ 

arid 

APEX ill 

_ 

APEX is the most powerful and flexible radio automation system in the world, the ultimate solution for any application. 
Whether you are a small Internet station, or a large multi- station group, APEX has all you need, at an affordable price. 
Join the thousands who have chosen ArrEikis for their On air automation. 

Easily supports One to Ten stations... 
APEX can be just a single PC or easily supports up to 10 on Air PC studios with all Air, scheduling, and reporting. Record your voice tracks, 
change your schedules, or manage all of your audio libraries from anywhere that you have high speed internet. Have audio files that you 
want to go to only one station? It'll do that. Or maybe you wan a handful of files to go to 3 of your 10 stations. No problem. Also, custom 
user profiles meet any size station's needs. The live ( on- air) screen gives you comple.,e control of how it looks. Resize, and map any module 
to your exact preference, and then save a special user profile for every on air personality. Easy to use and yet scales to meet your needs. 

Just add a Windows 10 PC and stir... 
For only $ 125 per month, APEX comes with all software for On Air, scheduling, and reporting. It comes with the hardware for sound cards, 
logic, and audio switching. Just add a current model Windows 10 PC and you can be on air in minutes. And... all software updates and 
telephone customer service is included. So for the cost of most monthly service contracts you can be on air with APEX. 

wvvw. a rra kis-systems . co 
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ConsoleBuilder Customize your buttons, knobs & motorized faders 

ScreenBuilder Create custom touchscreens 

Layers Set up and run multiple layered input sets simultaneously 

Automix & Live Presets Enjoy coffee while LXE does the work 
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Trade Shows 

Exhibit 
Sampler 

These are some 
of the exhibitors 

of interest to 
RW readers; 
see the show 
website for a 
complete list. 

2wcom Systems 

AEQ 

AETA Audio Systems 

Mena 

Amazon Web 

Services 

Audio-Technica Ltd. 

BW Broadcast Ltd. 

Calrec Audio 

Comrex Corp. 

Dalet 

Delta Meccanica 

DPA Microphones 

EBU 

ENCO Systems 

Fraunhofer 

GatesAir 

Glensound 

IEEE BTS 

Intelsat 

Jampro Antennas 

Kathrein Broadcast 

Lawo 

MusicMaster 

NAB Show 

Narda Safety 

Nautel 

Netia 

Neutrik Group 

Orban Europe 

Prodys 

Rohde & Schwarz 

Sennheiser 

Shure Distribution 

Sonifex Ltd. 

TASCAM/TEAC 

Tieline 

Winmedia 

WorldCast 

Systems 

Xperi 

Yellowtec 

IBC2o21 typifies the 
challenges of show planners 
Event was a "go" at press time in face of tightening government protocols 

BC said in early November that its December 

convention in Amsterdam was a "go" and that 

attendees would not be required to wear masks 

once they're inside the show perimeter. 

Then news broke that the Dutch government was 

putting tighter pandemic protocols in place in the 

face of a resurgent COVID-19. 

Convention organizers met with their partnership 

board and decided to press ahead as of Nov. 16, citing 

"determined industry support." They adjusted show hours 

to help accommodate industry meetings. 

Given the history of major global trade shows over the 

past year and a half, it's possible the situation will have 

changed again by the time you read this; check the show 

website for the latest status. 

The broadcasting community has been watching with 

interest to see if IBC could take place in person and how 

many people and exhibitors would take part. It is one of 

three major in-person conventions relevant to the world of 

broadcasting on the calendar in the next five months, along 

with CES and the NAB Show. 

NAB ended up cancelling its 2021 event, which had been 

pushed back from spring to the fall earlier. 

As of press time the CES show in January in Las Vegas is on. 

At IBC, show organizers had posted travel and safety 

guidance for attendees based on departing country, 

including those considered at high risk like the United 

States and United Kingdom. Find those at https://show.ibc. 

org/useful-infolyour-safety-covid-19. 

If the convention happens, its content program will 

be free to access for the first time. The content plan is 

built around five themes: Production & Post Production, 

Content Supply Chain, OTT, Direct to Consumer (Content 

Everywhere), Live & Remote Production and Innovation. 

Scheduled keynoters include James Gibbons of Discovery 

Inc., Mike Davies, of Fox Sports, Johannes Larcher of 

HBO Max, Vincent Tauzia of Netflix, Yiannis Exarchos of 

Olympic Broadcasting Services, Superna Kalle of Starz, Mike 

Wuetherick of Unity Technologies and Bob Hesskamp of 

WarnerMedia. 

Convention keynotes will be held at a more central location 

than in the past in the Showcase Theatre in Hall 12. 

The convention is scheduled for Dec. 3-6. 

IBC also has a digital iteration of the event that is active 

online into next March. As an example of how the online 

platform is being used, this years IBC Innovation Awards 

were set to take place only on IBC Digital in November, 

though the winners will be invited to attend a networking 

reception at the live event in Amsterdam. The recipient of 

the IBC2021 International Honor for Excellence is Barbara 

Slater, BBC Director of Sport, the first woman to hold that 

post and described as a pioneer for women in sports 

broadcasting worldwide. 

For information, go to show.ibc.org. 
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Sign up here and you'll be among 
the first to know about Lawo's online 

produ:t launch for IP-based On-Air 

Radio solutions. 
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About 
Buyer's 
Guide 

We publish 
User Report 
testimonials 
for various 
equipment 
categories 

throughout the 
year to help 

potential buyers 
understand 

why colleagues 
chose the 

equipment they 
did. Do you 

have a story to 
tell? Write to 
brett.moss@ 

futurenet.com. 

Right 
Tieline Report-IT in 
use at Vox Media. 

More info 
Contact 

Doug Ferber 
at Tieline at 
1-888-211-
6989. For 

international 
queries contact 
Charlie Gawley 

in Australia 
at 61-8-9413-
2000 or visit 
www. tieline. 

corn. 

Vox Media uses Udine 
Report-IT for interviews 
Ease of use makes producers and remote guest users happy 

Writer ox Media is a leading 

Miles independent media 

Ewell company, and the Vox 

Media Podcast Network 

is one of the largest 

collections of popular 

podcasts spanning technology, news, 

pop culture, futurism, current trends 

and more. 

Our portfolio features the most relevant and respected 

editorial properties including Vox, New York Magazine, The 

Verge, The Cut, Eater, Vulture, The Strategist, Polygon, SB 

Nation, Intelligencer, Curbed, Grub Street and Recode. 

Tieline's Report-IT Enterprise app is an important tool 

within our technology offerings and it helps us tell stories 

that affect our audience's daily lives and entertain as much 

as they inform. Podcast producers and hosts primarily 

use Report-IT to interview remotely located guests outside 

of the company, because the app facilitates high-quality 
recordings and simple file uploads. 

Director of 
Production 
Technology 
Vox Media 

How It Works 

The Report-IT Enterprise app is a free Android or ¡OS 

download for guests. They download the app and then we 

send them a URL link created by Tieline's TieServer Console. 

When the prospective user clicks the link it launches the 

app and automatically authenticates and logs each guest in. 

The guest then just taps "Connect" to dial a secure Tieline 

codec (Gateway, Merlin, Merlin Plus, Bridge-IT) at one of our 

studios. When they connect they can communicate in real 

time with hosts at our studios in New York, Washington, 

San Francisco or elsewhere. 

Sometimes guests have accessories they plug in to 

improve listening and sound quality during the interview, 

but often they just use the phone itself, which usually 

provides pretty good quality these days. 

High-fidelity audio is automatically 

recorded as a file on a guest's device as they 

chat directly to Vox Media's producers and 

hosts. At the conclusion of their interview it is 

securely uploaded directly to a server over Wi-

Fi or cellular for ingest and editing as required. 

eri S es 
3 kW 50 kVV AM 

Outstanding Control 
86-88% Efficiency 
Compact 

In my experience, achieving high sound quality and 

simple file delivery are our biggest challenges. Uploading 

or sending files can be a huge challenge with nontechnical 

guests. Report-IT helps us deliver the best possible 

recording quality from our guests with simple file delivery 

to our servers. This is a great option for Vox Media Podcast 

Network producers. 

We also use Tieline's Cloud Codec Controller software, 

which provides remote control over critical Report-IT 

functions like input gain, as well as record functions on 

the app. This makes it easy to adjust settings remotely if a 

nontechnical person is on the other end. 

Ease of Use 

We use Report-IT multiple times each week and ease of 

use is everything with our external podcast guests. The 

simplicity of configuration regarding file uploads and 

connection points is crucial to the workflow. The app's user 

interface is simple. Plus, it's easy to connect, record and 

then seamlessly upload a recorded file. 

Producers appreciate the reliable file delivery and quality of 

recordings. I particularly like the user interface and how you 

can have different user accounts configured for specific Tieline 

codecs and server folders etc. It's very flexible for automation. 

Achieving high-quality sound and reliable and timely file 

delivery of recorded interviews are our biggest challenges. 

Report-IT delivers superb features and a robust solution at 

a great price. 3 
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Writer 

Shannon 
Burke 

'The Shannon 
Burke Show" 

More info 
Contact Patrick 

Murphy at 
BroadcastPix at 
1-978-600-1100 

or visit www. 
broadcastpix. 

C0171. 

BroadcastPix brings the video 
RadioPix captures 'The Shannon Burke Show" in one simple package 

hen I started 

doing radio 

back in 1994, 

a camera in 

the studio was 

unheard of, but 

now it's pretty much mandatory 

to have a streaming component 

to your show. It helps get your 

listeners more engaged in what 

you're talking about and it helps 

you do more things. 

For instance we have a 

watchmaker who is a sponsor. We 

can have him in to demonstrate 

his collection of watches to the 

listeners. 

Towards the end of last year we found ourselves looking 

for an efficient streaming camera system. A lot of stations 

around here have employed someone to switch their 

cameras manually, and that didn't seem like a very good 

move to us. 

cc. 

nommoomaim 

dif 

CI 0 CI 0 

UM -- - * 

Fall into... 

FREE MaxxKoNni,F 

That was part of what led us to a BroadcastPix system. 

RadioPix is microphone-activated and the cameras just 

follow whoever is talking. 

Once we had the system settled in with our Wheatstone 

Continued on 22 

Buy any WEB-ENABLED TRANSMITTER 

OR  

Buy a Burk ARCPlus TOUCH with PlusX or ARCSolo and 

get up to 

ONE YEAR of MaxxKonnect Wireless FREE! 

The 

Ar»\, MaxxKonnect 
GROUP 

www.maxxkonnect.com AM/FM Radio Transmitters 

nautel 
Call or email Joe TODAY! 

205-598-1200 • jmyers@maxxkonnect.com 
Offer expires 1/15/22. 1GB plan on VZW or ATT. Includes M KW RUT240 router. New act vations 

only. Other conditions apply. See www.bohnbrcadcast.corn/fal for details. Ale 
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Modulation Index StreamS 
works well at Patthon Media 
Encoder provides tools and performance to maximize streaming for Canadian broadcaster 

A 
t Pattison Media, 

we operate 48 radio 

stations across 

western Canada. 

Streaming is important 

to our group 

Our programming team actively 

listens to our streams and promotes 

the use of smart speakers and mobile 

apps to our listeners. Our technical 

teams treat streaming with the same 

degree of importance as we do with 

our broadcast signals — if there is a 

problem, it requires urgent attention. 

This attention to detail has led to 

significant growth in our streaming 

cume and average time spent 

listening. 

22 For the last 12 months, our 

radio stations have been using the 

Modulation Index StreamS encoder to 

encode our online streams. 

We selected the StreamS encoder 

because of its support for modern 

audio codecs (HE-AACv2 and xHEAAC), 

native HTTP Live Streaming support, 

and metadata injection directly 

into ID3 tags. 

The combination of these features 

makes it possible to address timing 

imprecisions that can often plague 

digital ad insertion. Encoding directly 

Writer 

Andrew 
Snook 
Director of 

Digital 
Pattison Media 

)12 
More info 
Contact John 
Schaab at 

Streamlndex 
at 1-940-206-
7702 or www. 
streamingindex. 

COM. 
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into HLS rather than converting to 

the format at the server-side has 

helped us align timing markers by 

being able to listen to HLS segments 

as they come out of the encoder and 

measure metadata offsets to the 

millisecond level. 

The injection of metadata into 1D3 

tags allows a consistent granularity 

of 42 milliseconds, which is a big 

improvement over traditional ICY 

metadata that can have significant 

Continued from 21 

board it's been fantastic. We haven't had 

any issues. 

The monitor that it runs off sits back in my 

engineers area; he turns it on at the beginning of 

the show and we're off to the races. It just works. 

On the rare occasions when we've had to 

call somebody about it, mostly when we were 

getting up and running, the BroadcastPix folks 

were attentive. 

We have two moving cameras installed at the 

moment in high-up positions. We've got a small 

table with four positions, and the boom mics 

would be in the way if they were stationary 

on the table. But saying that, we're looking at 

getting a third camera and we're toying with a 

tabletop unit for the center of the table so we 

can get a closeup of myself or the guests. 

I've not used any other modern systems, but 

when looking at other people's shows, a lot of 

the time the picture is terrible. The quality is 

just not there. Our pictures are great and it's all 

from a system that we just set and forget. It's 

just rock n' roll, it's fantastic. 3 

variations in timing. 

We have used the StreamS encoder 

in markets of all sizes, with some 

running just a single stream and others 

running up to six separate streams 

simultaneously. The configuration 

within StreamS allows for different 

settings on different streams and gives 

technicians the ability to customize 

encoding values for each stream. 

We have also been happy to see 

the product continue to evolve 

with support for new codecs such 

as FLAC and new formats such as 

fragmented MP4. This evolution 

is important, as we continue to 

strive to deliver the best listening 

experience possible. 

We're happy with the StreamS 

product. Modulation Index helped 

support a fast rollout across our 

group and has been responsive to all 

of our questions. The encoder has 

been running reliably and continues 

to deliver quality audio to our 

listeners each and every day. 3 
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Tech Update 

OmniaTools File- Based 
Audio Processing Software 
Telos Alliance's OmniaTools file-based podcast and on-demand audio processing software is 

available to content creators. 

The company describes them as enterprise- class tools that are automated and require 

minimal effort to set up. 
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OmniaTools does the work to deliver a consistent signature sound automatically without 
the need for human intervention. Users simply drop the audio files into a watch folder, and 

OmniaTools will create a new, improved version, saving time by processing large numbers of 

audio files quickly and automatically. 

OmniaTools complies with North American and international loudness control standards 

and includes APTO loudness processing; Omnia.9 processing; hot folder or API-driven 

workflows; file-type auto-detect; and helpful presets. 

For information, contact The Telos Alliance at 1-216-241-7225 or visit www.telosalliance.com. 

Everything you need 
Get the Olin along whh first-class ac 

ixrn Windscreen Keeps the noise away 

GA the ultimate protection for your iOn-

iiohni, Transfer your interview via IS hone 

www.yellowtec.com 

•••• gLIA. SAFI 

THE POWER 

TelosAlliance.com/QuasarSR 

High-Performance 
VolP, Virtually. 

11.11 Telos 
iii III Alliance 

TelosAlliance.com/VX5 

Social Distancing 
SINCE 201.5 

AM I FM I HD J DAB I DAB. 

TAP INTO YOUR BROADCASTS WITH 

AN EASY TO USE WEB INTER ACE 

INOVONICS'EXPANSIVE OFFERING OF 
REMOTE MONITORING EQUIPMENT 

INOVB9Iyolg 

Broadcasters General Store 
Family Owned & Operated Since 1979 

Your source for broadcast 
equipment and services. 

Contact us for a quote today! 

352-622-7700 www.BGS.cc 
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Writer 
Christavus 
Dominice 

Founder 
and CEO 

Radio Free 
Entertainment 
Network Ltd. 

More info 
Contact Jason 

Osburn at 
StreamGuys at 
1-707-667-9479 

or visit www. 
streamguys. 

WM. 

Above 
Christavus 

Dominic at work 
with StreamGuys' 

SaaS tools. 

VSSeries 
300 W - 2.5 kW 

Digital/Analog FM 

Big Transmitter Features 
in a Small Box 

StreamGuys provides 
growth platform for RFEN 
CDN and SaaS tools help aggregator support broadcasters with 
live streaming, podcast hosting and distribution 

adio Free Entertainment 

R
Network Ltd. is a 
broadcast and internet 

streaming radio 

network playing the 

music of renowned 

and independent artists as well as 

local talk shows. We are dedicated 

to empowering our communities 

to promote educational, civic and 

cultural development by amplifying 

the voices of the traditionally 

underrepresented. 

Its origins date to my tenure as 

general manager of grassroots 

radio station WMVU(FM), Radio 

Free Akron. When we decided to 

start broadcasting WMVU online in 

2019, we chose StreamGuys as our 

streaming service provider at the 

recommendation of our engineer 

Blake Thompson. 

With our success in streaming 

WMVU and my desire to bring more 

community to the world through 

music, I wanted to expand our efforts 

into a full-service radio network to 

help more people get their content 

out. I approached the principals at 

WMVU with my idea, and launched 

RFEN in March 2021 with co-

founders Warner Mendenhall and 

Shuaib Meacham. 

RFEN now hosts and aggregates 

live content from a growing roster 

of stations beyond the Akron area 

including Youth Artist Network 

Radio from Waterloo, Iowa; hip-hop 

station WJJN(FM) 

in Dothan, Ala.; 

and urban gospel 

station WINW(AM) in 

Canton, Ohio. 

We use a broad 

range of StreamGuys 

solutions. In addition to delivering 

streams over its CDN, we use the 

SGplayer HTML5-based multimedia 

player and rely on analytics tools 

such as SGreports and SGmon to 

monitor and measure our operations 

and audience traffic. StreamGuys 

created an Alexa skill for WMVU to 

allow the station to be accessed 

easily on smart speakers. 

We also used StreamGuys partner 

SoCast to create our website and 

mobile app, and products such as 

encoders from StreamGuys partners 

including Videon and Telos. 

While at first we focused on live 

streaming, we added podcast hosting 

and distribution at the request of our 

clients. StreamGuys once again made 

it easy for us to expand our offerings, 

and we use SGrecast for podcast 

management and publishing. 

In addition to audio, we are starting 

to use StreamGuys services for video. 

We are using SGrecast to manage 

video podcasts and delivering them 

over StreamGuys' CDN. 

I love the reliability, great sound 

and functionality that we get from 

StreamGuys' streaming tools and 

SGrecast, but the number one 

thing I like about StreamGuys is its 

customer service. I can call them at 

any time, and they treat me like I'm a 

multimillion-dollar client. 

I am not an engineer, so having 

StreamGuys provide managed 

services is worth every penny in 

taking the technical load off me and 

my team. 3 

nautei 
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' Tech Update 

Multiple Streams, One 
Wheatstone AolP Appliance 
Wheatstone's AolP appliances Wheatstream and Streamblade 

make it possible to siphon multiple program channels 

directly from the AolP system, optimize the audio according 

to the rules of streaming and deliver all to the CON along 

with relevant metadata. 

These are Linux appliances that can be added to a 

WheatNet-IP audio network or, in the case of Wheatstream, 

any AES67-compatible studio system. No Windows drivers, 

updates or PCs are needed. 

The company says having a purpose-built processing 

chain for each individual stream instance means that 

broadcasters can increase the quality of streamed content 

using processing techniques that optimize the performance 

of audio codecs. 

For information, contact Wheatstone at 1-252-638-7000 or visit 

www.wheatstone.com. 

4 Tech Update 

Podcasting With 
Rushworks, No 
Operator Required 
Rushworks says its VDESK Video Podcaster 

is an integrated PTZ production and streaming system to produce 

an engaging, multi-camera video podcast. 

For interactive dialogue, the system includes Talk-Take active 

microphone detection and switching capability, which switches 

cameras and camera presets based on the conversation. 

The software is programmed to provide "natural" switching 

timing and intervals to avoid abrupt switching when speakers 

are detected. A "chaos" mode takes a wide shot when, as often 

happens, several people start speaking simultaneously. 

The systems can store hundreds of video clips, graphics 

and lower-third identifiers, and it integrates remote meeting 

platforms such as Zoom, Teams and others. 

The company says no operator is required during a podcast. 

Once the recording starts, everything can be automated 

throughout the session. 

For information, contact Rushworks at 1-888-894-7874 or 

international at 1-469-454-9393 or visit www.rushworks.tv. 

II S AI L IN WIILATNET-IP ie THE INTELLIGENT NETWORK 

SET UPA HOME 
STUDIO IN MINUTES 

Our software (and 

hardware) solutions 

provide intuitive tools 

to let you work from 

home seamlessly, 

with minimal setup. 

REMOTE SOLUTIONS 
Learn more: wheatstone.com/remote-solutions-rw2la 

%Whecertone 
-Srs ANT Aun , 

phone + 1.252.638-7000 I wheatstone.corn I sales@wheatstone.com 
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Comrex Opal makes 
full-duplex audio magic 
"Great Night" podcasters get in-sync with low-delay interaction and delivery 

e started our 

podcast "Great 

Night" in January 

of 2009. We've 

gone through 

several names, 

and along the way we've had several 

Billboard-charted comedy albums 

and have developed a large and 

loyal subscriber base. Currently, 

we're doing a live variety show 

every Tuesday night, with a video 

component that we stream over 

Twitch and publish on YouTube. 

For 11-and-a-half of those 12 years, 

we lived in different states. For much 

of that time, we were doing the thing 

that has essentially become the 

default podcast comedy technique 

26 during the pandemic: We were using 

Skype and recording our audio locally, 

then editing it together in post-

production. 

But the delays and hiccups caused 

by Skype were intrusive, and we 

wanted to find a full-duplex solution. 

We learned about the Comrex Opal 

from a friend of ours who works at 

The Blaze. We had some challenges 

configuring our IP networks, but once 

it was set up, it was easy for everyone 

to jump onboard and learn how 

to use it. 

We would use video from Skype 

and connect our audio through the 

Opal, and there was an immediate 

difference in our audio quality. Even 

Writers 
Brian 

Brushwood 
and 

Justin Robert 
Young 

Hosts, "Great 
Night" 

More info 
Contact Chris 
Crump at 
Comrex 

at 1-978-784-
1776 or visit 
www.comrex. 

corn. 

Above 
The Opal on one 
end of the "Great 
Night" production. 

when Skype was failing, the Opal 

audio would continue to be precise 

with low delay, and it felt as though 

we were in the room with each other. 

Skype has been the standard 

for podcasting forever, but not 

because anyone likes it. If you get a 

group of podcasters together in a 

room, eventually they're all going to 

complain about Skype. People use 

it because it works well enough and 

most of us know how to fix it when 

its broken. 

But every conversation, every 

interview, every interaction has 

an ebb and flow that happens in 

LOW PROFIIMAIC BOOMS: No Springs Attached 

AM822-MAOT 

AMB-22.4 

. _ 

AM818-4 MINI MOT 

AMB16-4 MINI , 

111111.1111ff 
: 

MA8-22-4E • AMB16-4E MINI 

HMB-144MOT 

HMB-14-4 

FB-14.4E 

(MicrOp 

NM 

the milliseconds between 

moments. Just as its not 

possible to have an in-

depth conversation over 

walkie-talkies, its equally 

impossible to preserve that 

nuance over Zoom and 

Skype. You need full-duplex 

real-time audio if you 

want to create real magic 

in audio. 

Only Opal has brought us 

that experience. 

When we shifted to Opal, 

our audience noticed. We got 

a lot of feedback from our 

listeners about the change — 

they couldn't identify exactly 

what was different, but it felt 

electric. Suddenly we were 

both able to talk at the same 

time without any delay. 

We have this weird fixation on Billy 

Joel, and we've been making Billy Joel 

jokes and singing parodies of Billy Joel 

songs for a while now. Suddenly, once 

we got Opal, we could harmonize. 

We could overlap our jokes and pick 

up on what each other were saying 

without having to deal with Skype 

ducking our audio. We were finally 

able to do our material in the best 

way possible. 

A lot of podcasters think audio 

quality issues can be solved by local 

recording, and certainly that can be 

edited together even though it adds 

another layer to post-production. But 

they really don't realize what an audio 

delay does to active conversations. 

In a medium that is all about 

where a conversation goes, whether 

it's comedy or a panel discussion, 

high-quality and low-delay audio is 

irreplaceable. Opal is the solution that 

every podcaster doesn't realize they 

need. 3 
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BROADCAST 
EQUIPMENTEXCHANGE 

Rebuilt Power Tubes 
1/2 the cost of New! 

Se Habla Español 

ECONCO 
Se Habla Español 

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com 
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760 

Keeping you on the 
air since 1934 

ISO 9001 Certified 

NEW POWER TUBES 

Triodes 

Tetrodes 

Pentodes 

NEW SOCKETS & 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 

Worldwide Availability 

Made in the U.S.A. 

Call (800) 414-8823 
Intl (650) 846-2800 
Fax (650) 856-0705 

Visit our Website at 
www.cpii.com/eimac 

Communications 
& Power Industries 

AES DISINNIM made Faso 
AES DA 2x6 XLR AES Distribution Amplifier 
The AES DA 2x6, six XLR output, two-input AES/EBU distribution amplifier is 

ideal for distributing AES/EBU signals or word dock at sample rates of up to %kHz. 
The system's two selectable transformer isolated inputs use a standard 

XLR audio jack for balanced AES/EBU signals and a RCA jack for S/PDIF 
signals. The selected input is distributed to six transformer isolated AES/EBU 
XLR output jacks. Internal AES activity detector provides a LED indicator 
and SPDT alarm relay. 

• —}=i, Broadcast Tools is a Veteran Owned Business / 
Destgned Assembled and Supported 

in WA State USA 
malt broadcasttools com 

BROADCAST 

tools 
PROBLEM SOLVED 

orbon 

Orb« legney Port/ & Service 
BY: Circuit Recoorch lob,. Inc. 

920 Ediion Ave. Renton. AR 72015 

(501)794-6994 

flew Product Dealer Soles: Joy Brentlinger 
55001 / 57001/ 86005i / 8700itT / 9300 

(480)747-5330 

Soleo@Orbontegoey.com 

Service for nu Older model,: Robert teembruggen 
8100 / 8200 / 8300 / 8400 / 8500 

9100 / 9200 / 6200 / 2300 

(501)650-8453 

Robert@Orbontegocy.com 

Doug Vernier 
relecommunicat .  ( 

Broadcast Engineering 
Consulting 

AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV 

Custom mapping service 

Frequency searches 

Propagation prediction 
FCC application preparation 

VS  COMMUNICATIONSt 
R.F. Communications Software 
and Engineering Consulting 

Software for your PC 

oft 

(800) 743-3684 
www.v-soft.com 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
MICA CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

VACUUM 
CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC 

CAPACITORS 

SURCOM 
ASSOCIATES 
5674 El Camino Real, Suite K 
Carlsbad, California 92008 

(760) 438-4420 Fax: (760) 438-4759 
e-mail: link@surcœn.com web: www.surcom.com 
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BROADCAST 
EQUIPMENTEXCHANGE 

Why do broadcasters love Bext antennas? 

iie215 10, Performance, Customer Service 
and Sturdiness, explained this way 

by a Bext customer: 

ter.% 

"I love Bext Antennas. 

Its high-power TFC2K' model is built 

so sturdy and seems virtually unbreakable. 

We trust those for our stations located 

in hurricane-prone areas': 

DAVID ASSENA, ADX Communications, Pensacola, Florida 

TFC2K arrays can be rated up to 75 kW power handling. 

888 239 8462 

TUNVVALL RADIO 
SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS 
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Readers Forum 

Shortwave memories 
Thank you for the article in the Sept. 1 issue by James 

Careless, "Shortwave Radios Keep Up With Tech." 

When I worked for VOA — actually the International 

Broadcasting Bureau, later called the Broadcasting Board 

of Governors and then the U.S. Agency for Global Media 

— I believe upper management thought people in Djibouti 

had high-speed internet and laptop 

computers. In reality they lived 

largely in small huts made from 

corrugated roofing iron. They were 

lucky to have a radio. 

When I was 12, my uncle had a TV 

shop as a second job. He fixed up a 

1930s model radio with shortwave 

bands beside AM. It had the tubes 

with six or seven pins, shaped like 

a Coke bottle. I listened to VOA, the 

BBC, Radio Moscow and HCJB out of 

Quito, Ecuador. 

This experience led me to ham 

radio, a job at the local radio station to 

earn money for college, a role at 17 in 

helping to build KFTW in Fredericktown, 

Mo., a degree in electrical engineering 

and, at the end of my career, the 
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I listened to VOA, the 
BBC, Radio Moscow 
and HCJB out of 

Quito, Ecuador. 

job with IBB. 

The first time I ever doubted what I heard on the radio 

was when Radio Moscow announced that the East German 

secret police had discovered a tunnel into East Berlin to 

smuggle spies into the German Workers Paradise. I thought 

"that was really people trying to get out of East Berlin." 

Decades years later, long after the collapse of the 

Soviet Union, I found out that the CIA had tunneled 

into East Berlin and tapped the phone lines of the 

secret police! 

David R. DeSpain, P.E., WOBCG I 

Ft. Worth, Texas 

Shortwave's 
huge audience 
It was interesting to read the shortwave article. It was also 

high time to address the issue of SW transmissions, as the 

death of radio, of shortwave and even of medium-wave 

is being aired again while the progress of streaming and 

podcasting is hugely hyped — again trumping global 

realities. 

The article would have benefitted by stressing the 

actual huge size of SW listening. BBC World Service 

alone has an estimated weekly audience of 269 

million, with radio delivering around 150 million. 

This top international broadcaster has 200 

transmitter sites, of which four are high-

power AM, with 12 others hired. Content is 

distributed to 800 locations globally (often 

using SW) for direct broadcast or inclusion 

in partner broadcasts. And AM services 

reach many tens of millions across Africa 

and the Middle East, the future potential 

audience of DRM shortwave as well. 

The Radio World piece was 

aimed mainly at the enthusiasts, 

as indicated by the receiver prices 

mentioned. The average non-

enthusiast listener who has a laptop 

with connectivity would probably just listen to 

radio via the internet. 

There is definitely merit in portable SDRs, which 

(depending on price) will likely keep some of the audiences 

and make it easy for them to pick up analog shortwave but 

also DRM. 

India, China, Russia, U.K., even Brazil, Pakistan and other 

countries are testing, broadcasting or seriously considering 

shortwave DRM at the moment. 

However, DRM — the natural and only son of analog 

SW, with huge advantages in spectrum, energy and audio 

quality — does not get a mention in the article. This is 

definitely a missed opportunity, as some of the big public 

broadcasters mentioned — BBC, All India Radio, Radio 

Romania etc. — are already in this space and report 

excellent reception and increasing listenership. 

Most of the new DRM receiver solutions cater to both 

the analog and digital versions of shortwave reception. 

Work is afoot to deliver more affordable receivers aimed 

precisely at the huge and less affluent shortwave markets 

of Africa and Asia. 

Ruxandra Obreja 

Chairman 

Digital Radio Mondiale Consortium 
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Readers Forum 

30 Genset reset 
rethink redux 
In his Aug. 4 letter "Genset reset rethink," Bob Meister 

criticized an earlier reader tip shared by John Bisset about 

resetting a generator fault remotely. 

I couldn't agree more with Bob on this matter! Safety 

should always precede convenience, particularly where 

electrical power is concerned. 

There had to be a valid reason for the generator fault 

in the original situation described by John Bisset. Merely 

resetting it remotely without knowing the cause is 

bad practice. 

Above 
Safety 

considerations 
should be 
paramount 

when working 
with systems like 

generators. 

You have many 
opportunities to 
get it right, but you 

may have only one chance 
to get it wrong. 

The new transmitters I 

installed at my two (now-

gone) stations featured 

automatic restarts — first 

two faults would pause then 

reapply HV, while a third 

would shut off and inhibit it. 

This was essential to protect 

the $ 10,000-15,000 IOT 

finals from damage. 

I declined to wire the 

transmitters' fault-reset 

inputs to our remote 

controls in fear that a 

less-experienced MC op 

might destroy the finals or 

other expensive parts by 

repeated resets. 

If you have spare status 

inputs on your remote, 

look into adding indicators 

that could warn you of 

impending problems and 

help you resolve little 

matters before they grow, 

or provide additional 

evidence that may help you decide between a simple 

"reset" visit and a major repair effort. 

Also useful: temperature and light sensors; door switches; 

and fluid-detectors, which are easy to install and provide 

inexpensive insurance. Example: A simple "homebreW" pair of 

opto-isolators added to my Kohler transfer-switch alarm panel 

would confirm that all was well and whether we were on utility 

or generator power. 

A personal note on safety: I'm truly grateful to have a 

touch of OCD. It has helped keep me (and others) alive 

when working anywhere near power. 

Years ago, I was reunited with an old UHF TV transmitter 

that had seen better days. It featured a pair of doors 

that opened in front of a high-power Klystron (only 32 

kV connections atop it!) along with various "deficiencies" 

like uncovered AC relays in another door and a "failed-

shorted" interlock switch in yet other. A consulting 

engineer had come close to being electrocuted there 

months earlier, partly because the station engineer also 

misinterpreted his directions. 

My mind insists on "pointing and saying" before I do 

anything potentially dangerous. Remember: You have 

many opportunities to get it right, but you may have only 

one chance to get it wrong. 

Cheers and stay safe! 

Michael Shovan, CBTE 

fd&t technical services 

Newburgh. N.Y. 
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EBOOKS: Tools for Strategic 1 
Technology Decision-Making 

Radio World's growing library 
of ebooks can assist you in 
maximizing your investment 
in an array of platforms and 

tools: licensed transmission, 
online streaming, mobile apps, 

multicasting, translators, 
podcasts, RDS, metadata and 

much more. 

The ebooks are a huge hit with 
readers. They help engineers, 
GMs, operations managers 

and other top radio executives 
— radio's new breed of digital, 

cross-platform decision-makers 
— understand this new world 

and thrive in it. 
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ALL IN WHEATNET-IP • THE INTELLIGENT NETWORK 

Stream up to eight programs at once, each with four outputs for a total pf 32 streams. 

Full suite of stream-specific audio processing tools. Optimize performance of audio content. 

AAC, MP3 and OpLs encoders. Reaching a broad range of end user dev ces and players. 

Metadata agnostic. Lua transformation filters adapt rnetadata input from any automation 

system into any required output format. 

Cloud-ready for the future, yet compatible with standard CDN and streaming platforms now. 

Supports HLS, Icecast RTMP, and RTP streams. 

All-inclusive Linux and AolIP appliance. No Windows® drivers, updates cr PC needed. 
Add Streamblade to any audio network via WheatNet-IP, analog, AES3, or AES67 inputs or 

add Wheatstream tc any existing WheatNet-IP or AES67 compatible networks. 

STREAM BLADE & WHEATSTREAM 
STREAMING AUDIO PROCESSORS 

wheatstcn,a.cornistream-:w2la 
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